For joint details, see PV-101:

1. Build 4 inch Sloped Curb to end of Double Reinforced Section. Refer to PV-102 for curb and runout details.
2. See BR-201, BR-202, BR-203, or BR-204.
3. Longitudinal Joint (PV-101):
   - Single Pour - Saw cut joint per Detail B.
   - Two Pours - Use 'KS-1' joint (Single Reinforced Section).
   - Use 'KS-2' joint (Double Reinforced Section).
4. Polymer Grid and excavation limits of Modified Subbase 2 feet outside of pavement edge. See BR-201, BR-202, BR-203, or BR-204.
5. Place 'RD' joint where PCC shoulder. Place 'B' joint otherwise.
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